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Eleventh Parliament 
Elected Members of Parliament 

Name of Member Role (If Any) Affiliated Party 

mopsistudios Prime Minister 
Minister for Home Affairs 

CEN 

Tony515 Minister for Infrastructure CEN 

sambrose Minister for Education & Culture CEN 

HurricanePanda08  CEN 

Kangaroo567  CEN 

minebuilder1223 Deputy Prime Minister 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 

FWH 

hinwapoon Leader of the House 
Deputy Speaker of the House 

FWH 

Grass_Jelly Minister for Finance, Trade and 
the Economy 

FWH 

lebokbok  FWH 

_ezzo  FWH 

GukkyGukz Leader of the Opposition WAP 

Heiopeii Manager of Opposition Business WAP 

Delfino88  WAP 

quarxilon Speaker of the House NOD 

All other names mentioned in this document are non-party affiliated.  
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Bills tabled 
 

Bill Name 
Proposer 

Bill No Stage of 
Consideration 

Outcome 
(Ayes/Noes) 

Permanent Residency (Referendum) Bill 
mopsistudios 
 

19203 Second 
Reading 

Debate 
Adjourned 

Statute Amendment Bill 
minebuilder1223 

19301 First Reading Debate 
Adjourned 
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The SPEAKER (quarxilon) took the chair at 14 00, made an acknowledgement of country and 
read prayers. 

 

19203 
Permanent Residency (Referendum) Bill 

 

Debate: 
The SPEAKER: we will begin shortly with the permanent residency (referendum) bill, nth 
reading. does the proposer of the PR(R) wish to take the first call? 
 
The PRIME MINISTER: I pass the talking stick onto mibu. 
 
The DEPUTY PRIME MINISTER: Thank you mr speaker. Firstly, i would like to inform the 
house that i am now heading the investigation into how we can pass this deadlock regarding 
this bill within the government. I have decided it would be wise to wait until we have transferred 
onto discord parliament before we continue. I am intending to table amendments looking into all 
proposals for how we can move forward soon and i strongly invite the house to share it's ideas 
and thoughts on what changes to the bill are necessary for it to work. 
 
The SPEAKER: Good idea. Though the speaker should remain neutral on that. Next. anyone 
want a call. seeing as there are none. shall we adjourn this bill (again). 
 
The DEPUTY PRIME MINISTER: I beg to move that this bill be adjourned until the next session 
 
Question put to the House and agreed on. 
 
The SPEAKER: the PR(R) will continue in a future session 
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Permanent Residency (Referendum) Bill 

 
A 

B I L L 
TO 

 

To make provision for the holding of a referendum in WolvHaven on whether the Permanent 

Residency Rank should be introduced. 

 

Be it enacted by the President of the Federal Republic of WolvHaven, by and with the advice and consent 

of the Senate and Representatives, in this parliament assembled, and by authority of the same, as follows - 

 

1. Definitions 

a. “PR Rank” refers to the Permanent Residency Rank. 

b. “PR” refers to a Permanent Resident. 

2. Referendum 

a. A referendum is to be held on whether the Permanent Residency Act 2018 should 

be implemented. 

i. The referendum will not be legally binding. 

b. The date of the referendum will be decided by a committee as per section 4. 

c. The question that is to appear on the ballot papers is “Should WolvHaven 

introduce the Permanent Residency Rank and in what form?”. 
i. The 3 alternate answers to this question as will appear on the ballot 

papers are- 

1. “OPTION A- Introduce the PR Rank whilst changing the criteria 

to allow for inactive citizens to be demoted to the PR rank, 

increase the maximum number of warnings for a PR to become 

Citizen to 1 warning and remove the need for an introductory 

letter  / OPTION B- Introduce the PR rank without changes / 

OPTION C- Reject the PR rank”. 

d. The referendum will be conducted using the Optional Preferential Voting (OPV) 

method. 

3. Entitlement to vote in the referendum 

a. Those entitled to vote in the referendum are the persons who, on the date of the 

referendum, would be entitled to vote as electors at a general election. 

4. Referendum Committee 

a. A committee will be created to decide the date of the referendum, organise and 

prepare the referendum. 

b. The committee will consist of all elected Members of Parliament and all Senators. 
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c. The committee is to be disbanded immediately after the date of the referendum. 

5. Extent 

a. This act extends to the whole of WolvHaven. 

6. Commencement 

a. All sections come into force on the day this act is passed. 

7. Short Title 

This act may be cited as the Permanent Residency (Referendum) Act 2o19.  
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19301 
Statute Amendment Bill 

 

Debate: 
The SPEAKER: Up next. the statute amendment bill by mibu. the proposer is invited to give the 
first speech. 
 
The DEPUTY PRIME MINISTER: Thank you mr speaker. Mr Speaker, I am pleased to be able 
to introduce this bill to the house which will bring some much needed amendments to the 
Statute Book of WolvHaven by formalising the Senior Moderator rank and allowing for 
moderators and above to grant citizenship. In addition, this bill will move parliament sessions 
into discord, effectively making this the very last physical parliament session in WolvHaven 
history. This bill will act as an opportunity for this house to make its final decision on the 
proposal and I for one am confident in it’s approval. If there is no debate, i shall move to go to a 
second reading and henceforth proceed to a vote 
 
SilverWolv: president ur lampa la its silverwolv. Ahem. I withdraw. tyms.  I have some concerns 
regarding the method of conduct of parliament in discord.  will we be following a set of standard 
procedures as laid out by a standing orders document, will we be restricting voting to MPs only? 
there are quite a number of questions that need to be answered and formalised before we shift 
to a discord parliament. will the minister propose a set of standing orders for the discord 
parliament so that we will finally have a set standard of procedures to follow by. thank you 
 
The DEPUTY PRIME MINISTER: Thank you Mr Speaker. A set of rules and procedures for 
discord parliament may be developed separate to this bill. In my opinion we must form a set of 
procedures from how the discord parliament will work out when it is first conducted. We should 
develop the standing orders and procedures as the discord parliament is implemented in 
parallel. Similar in fact to how parliament was developed in the first place. The standard 
procedures will be derived from how the sessions work out, but of course we will have to form a 
basic working procedure before we dive into it 
 
SilverWolv: tyms that still leaves a question unanswered. will we be immediately restricting 
voting to elected MPs only? 
 
The DEPUTY PRIME MINISTER: tyms. Further deliberations would have to be made but in my 
opinion, due to the much larger risk of an untrustworthy parliament from the much larger 
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accessibility to vote on new laws coupled with the increased accessibility to all MPs to vote, it 
would be wise of us to take that measure and restrict voting. 
 
SilverWolv: tyms in that case it would be advisable to draft out a base set of standing orders 
which will dictate the roles & rights individuals have in the discord pment. in which we should 
delay the 2nd reading vote on this bill to a later session while preparation is being made. 
 
 
 

Division:  

A Y E S N O E S 

  
 
AYES: 0   NOES: 0 
Motion is therefore negated/resolved in the affirmative. 
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Statute Amendment Bill 

 
A 

B I L L 
TO 

 

Amend the statute book to allow for the addition of the Senior Moderator rank, allow for 

moderators to promote players to the rank of citizen and allow for parliamentary proceedings to 

be conducted on a digital platform. 

 

Be it enacted by the President of the Federal Republic of WolvHaven, by and with the advice and consent 

of the Senate and Representatives, in this parliament assembled, and by authority of the same, as follows - 

 

1. Definitions 

a. “Statute book” refers to the document pursuant to part 1, section a, subsection i of 

the WolvHaven Statute Act, 2018 

b. All definitions included in the statute book apply equally to this act with 

exception to those which are otherwise amended in this act. 

2. Amendments 

a. The statute book is amended as follows. 

b. In Part I; 

i. Section B, subsection 2.11 for “WolvHaven High Council” substitute 

“Executive Council of the Federal Republic of WolvHaven”. 

c. In Part II; 

i. Section A, subsection 1 after “[Moderator]” insert “<[Senior Moderator]”. 

ii. Section A, subsection 1 at the end insert- 

“1.3.     [Senior Moderator] may be shortened to [SrMod]. These 

shall be understood as one and the same.” 

iii. Section A, subsection 5.2 for “[Moderator]” substitute “[SrMod]”. 

iv. Section A at the end insert- 

“11.     Promotion to [SrMod] shall be at the discretion of the 

President with the approval of the Council. 

11.1.     Players are required to hold the rank of [Moderator] 

or equivalent to be considered for promotion to [SrMod]. 

11.1.1.     This requirement may be void with the 

unanimous approval of the candidate by the 

council.” 

v. Section A, subsection 8 for “[Admin]” substitute “[Moderator]”. 

d. Section C of Part II is omitted. 
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3. Discontinuation of Physical Parliament sessions 

a. Sessions of Parliament shall be held on discord other than in circumstances 

detailed in subsection b. 

b. The ceremonial proceedings of the state opening of Parliament shall be 

conducted on the server. 

4. Extent 

a. This act extends to the whole of WolvHaven 

5. Commencement 

a. All sections of this act shall come into operation on the day it is passed. 

6. Short Title 

a. This act may be cited as the Statute Amendment Act, 2019.  
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Questions without Notice 
 

The SPEAKER: continuing to questions. does anyone have any questions. None? 
 

 

Motion 
Kaden303 Introduce a block lookup service for citizens of the City of WolvHaven , Gardellia and 
Pangea 

 
The SPEAKER: alright, on to motions. which there is one.is kaden303 online. seeing as he is 
not. the motion already gazetted is to introduce a block lookup service for citizens if no one 
wishes to comment on this 
 
SilverWolv: tyms just as a response to the motion being put up. a form of block lookup service 
is already available and it comes in the form of coreprotect inspect. this lookup service is 
restricted to members of staff and authorised enforcement for good reason 
 
The PRIME MINISTER: tyms. Coreprotect does not necessarily say who owns the building, 
rather who built it (if it was within the last 6 months). The proposer of the motion has not really 
explained how this system would work. If a system like this would become necessary, a 
database could be created which lists the building code and owner. although that would require 
a large amount of work. 
 
SilverWolv:  tyms in addition to the points raised. a matter of privacy would potentially be of 
concern. either way, if it is about having a point of contact for the purchase of properties. i am 
very sure the govt has sth brewing to introduce a more... fluid property market 
 
The PRIME MINISTER: tyms. Even if the database was not to be public, I think for future's sake 
a database saying who owns what would be good. Fifth Haven is still relatively small/young 
compared to 4h 
 
The SPEAKER: alright that could be an interesting idea for an upcoming bill 
 
GukkyGukz: well although there is a simple way that we can just use signs to communicate 
each other. i think this idea should be better if we cope with other systems 
 
The PRIME MINISTER: tyms. I think a building code system has to be implemented either way 
for naming Worldguard regions 
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The SPEAKER: anyone else. seeing as there are no further responses. are there any additional 
motions? No one? 
 

 

General Debate 
 

The SPEAKER: then we continue to the general debate. any topics or inquiries 
 
SilverWolv: tyms i move that we adjourn the session to the next sitting 
 
The SPEAKER: alright. we shall now vote if the house now adjourns 
 
Question put to the House and agreed on. 
 
Parliament dismissed at 14 40. 
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